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Abstract
A person’s emotions and state of mind are apparent in their face and eyes. As a Latin proverb states: ‘The face is the portrait
of the mind; the eyes, its informers’. This presents a significant challenge for Computer Graphics researchers who generate
artificial entities that aim to replicate the movement and appearance of the human eye, which is so important in human–human
interactions. This review article provides an overview of the efforts made on tackling this demanding task. As with many topics
in computer graphics, a cross-disciplinary approach is required to fully understand the workings of the eye in the transmission
of information to the user. We begin with a discussion of the movement of the eyeballs, eyelids and the head from a physiological
perspective and how these movements can be modelled, rendered and animated in computer graphics applications. Furthermore,
we present recent research from psychology and sociology that seeks to understand higher level behaviours, such as attention and
eye gaze, during the expression of emotion or during conversation. We discuss how these findings are synthesized in computer
graphics and can be utilized in the domains of Human–Robot Interaction and Human–Computer Interaction for allowing humans
to interact with virtual agents and other artificial entities. We conclude with a summary of guidelines for animating the eye and
head from the perspective of a character animator.
Keywords: facial animation
ACM CCS: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—Animation

1. Introduction

challenges in the field of Computer Graphics. While their graphical
fidelity has improved rapidly due to advances in graphics processing
hardware and its accompanying rendering techniques, the qualitative mismatch between the appearance and behaviour of characters
appears to be worsening. This can cause perceptual disparities that
may disrupt viewers’ sense of immersion or may even contribute
to unsettling emotional reactions [Mor70]. Behaviour synthesis has
not yet reached the levels of realism required to convince users’
perceptual systems that a virtual human is the real thing. This is particularly true when behaviour is generated automatically or semiautomatically in real time, where little or no corrective actions from
outside the system are possible.

The generation of realistic artificial entities, from virtual characters
to physical humanoid robots, has become a requirement underlying
many applications in human–machine interactions. Apart from the
obvious applications in the movie and visual effects industries, they
are needed for interactive applications such as games, virtual tourism
and e-commerce, urban planning, medicine, surgery and training,
among others. Realistic, plausible and engaging characters contribute to high levels of immersion, enjoyment and learning among
human users. However, creating artificial entities which replicate humans in both appearance and behaviour remains one of the greatest
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The human face is an important instrument for communicating and defining underlying emotions in human–human interactions [EF03]. Eyes are central in conveying emotional information,
enabling humans to interpret the intentions and feelings of other humans by observing their eyes, which lends credence to the common
proverb ‘the eyes are the window to the soul’. We learn this ability
from a very young age, as infants have been shown to be efficient at
distinguishing between emotional stimuli and other stimuli [Sim94].
Furthermore, using eye gaze to guide and interpret social behaviour
remains a central facet of social interactions throughout life. The
process of associating mental states with human behaviour is referred to as ‘theory of mind’ [AHO90]. Further studies lead to ‘the
language of the eyes’ [BCWJ97], demonstrating that complex mental states, such as interest, can sometimes be seen by observing the
eyes alone. These are only a few examples of the role eyes play in
people’s daily lives, for further information please see the previous
excellent surveys by Kleinke [Kle86] and Kopp et al. [KKM*06].
It is not surprising, therefore, that much effort is required in the
creation and animation of realistic virtual eyes.

method in HCI or as input for agent interaction. We highlight some
outstanding challenges regarding stylized characters and robots that
result from their diverging proportions and handling in comparison
to their real-life counterparts (Section 5). In addition, we summarize
animation guidelines from character animators for animating eye,
eyelid and head movements for fictional characters that must convey
thoughts, emotion and personality (Section 6). Finally, we address
how researchers to date have evaluated the plausibility and realism of
their eye models and conclude with future directions in the domain
(Sections 7 and 8).

Historically, implementations of eye-gaze models typically have
been proprietary in nature, often borrowing, somewhat arbitrarily,
concepts from a variety of sources across a range of disciplines.
One reason for this may be the difficulty of the endeavour, which
requires the integration of knowledge from a large number of disciplines, such as psychology, neuroscience and the social sciences.
More recently, however, there has been an increase in the publication
of comprehensive models that integrate knowledge from these disciplines, making it possible to compile an overview of the process of
designing gaze mechanisms appropriate for different applications.
In order to design effective social gaze behaviours, we must first
gain a better understanding of low-level gaze cues (e.g. saccadic
eye movements, mutual gaze, head motion and so on), including the
patterns in which they are produced and utilized in various social
contexts. We also need to develop an understanding of how these
low-level cues relate to high-level social and cognitive processes.
At this higher level, gaze and eye movements are vital for creating
compelling social interactions between human users and artificial
entities, such as virtual agents and robots. Such interactions often require an artificial entity to simulate eye-gaze behaviour, often as part
of a range of synchronized multi-modal behaviours, in order to respond to and ultimately sustain meaningful interaction with a human
user. Research developing the required competencies crosses a variety of domains, including Computer Graphics, Human–Computer
Interaction (HCI), Human–Robot Interaction (HRI), affective computing, social sciences and many others. Character animators are
also included in this effort of striving for more realistic eye and
head movements. With the main goal of designing fictional characters which are appealing and convey thoughts, emotions and personality, their realization might somewhat differ from the natural
human behaviour.

The synthesis of realistic artificial eyes requires the accurate modelling and rendering of the eyeball structure. In this section, we
discuss the basic anatomical structure of the human eye and present
the most relevant research that uses this anatomical knowledge to
produce geometry for facial animation or medical applications. The
iris in particular presents a difficult challenge, as it is a layered and
highly complex structure. Different approaches have been used to recover the iris structure and scattering features, from layering simple
painted textures to recovering important details from photographs
of an eye. This section focuses on the modelling and rendering approaches needed in order to achieve high realism in the structure
and appearance of eye geometry.

In this survey, we present relevant and significant findings from
anatomy and physiology on the construction and low-level workings
of the human eye (Sections 2 and 3). We also discuss research from
the social sciences and psychology on how eye gaze is used to
convey information about direction of attention and emotional and
mental states (Section 4). Throughout the report, we discuss how
this information has been exploited in the development of eyegaze models in Computer Graphics and HRI, as well as a control

We anticipate that this review article will act as a focal point for
knowledge in the Computer Graphics community and will help to
solidify research in this domain. The survey will be accessible to
both new and established Computer Graphics researchers who wish
to develop enhanced models of eye-gaze behaviours, in addition to
practitioners in related domains.
2. Virtual Eye Creation

2.1. Anatomical structure
The basic anatomy of the human eye presented in this section is
based on the book ‘Clinical Anatomy and Physiology of the Visual
System’ by Remington [Rem11]. The interested reader is referred
to this book for more detailed information.
The eye is one of the most complex organs in the human body.
Each individual layer of the eye performs a specific task, such as
capturing, focusing and transforming light into electrical signals,
to ensure correct perception of the environment. The transparent
cornea, located at the front of the eye, is the first refraction point for
light entering the eye (Figure 1). A tear film moistens and smoothens
the surface of the cornea to ensure minimal scattering and distortion
of light. Separated by the corneal limbus, the cornea is embedded in
the outer shell, the sclera. Both can be pictured as two, not perfectly
symmetric, spheres. The white opaque tissue of the sclera preserves
the eye’s shape and provides protection against harmful influences
and substances. The radius of curvature for the sclera and cornea
varies between humans. On average, the sclera and the cornea have
radii of 12 and 8 mm with a horizontal and vertical deviation due to
their elliptical forms.
The light passes through the visible pupil and is focused by the
lens behind it. Depending on the prevailing light conditions, the
muscles of the surrounding iris influence the shape and diameter of
the pupil. The iris is a multi-layered conical tissue. The pigmentation
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eye by mapping scanned textures of painted layers onto overlaying
frustums of right circular cones.
The most influential method for iris modelling to date is the
image-based model of the eye by François et al. [FGBB09]. In an
automated process, the iris morphology and light scattering features
on the cornea and iris are extracted from iris photographs. The iris
subsurface map created serves as render input for the subsurface
texture mapping method. François et al. also take into account reflection and refraction at the corneal surface based on ambient light.

Figure 1: Schematic of the anatomy of the human eye.
and density of the iris define eye colour, a unique identifier of
a person. The iris’ primary function is to regulate the amount of
light that enters the inner eye. Light passing through the pupil is
focused by the lens onto the retina. The lens’ shape changes through
contractions of the ciliary muscle, thereby increasing optical power
and accommodating the projection of objects nearby onto the retina.
The retina forms the inner, light sensitive part of the eye. The
light captured at the retina is processed and transmitted as electrical
signals to the brain for further processing.

2.2. Modelling and realistic rendering
Eyes presented in animations or virtual environments are commonly
modelled as spheres or half spheres and use high-resolution pictures
of human eyes as texture maps [ID03, WLO10]. Only a few studies
deal with a more anatomically realistic model of the eye, which are
discussed in the following paragraphs.
For example, Sagar et al. [SBMH94] used simple Gouraud shading on two spheres, representing the sclera and cornea, and texture
maps to model and render the human eye for a surgical simulation
application. They realistically generated the retinal blood vessels
shining through the sclera using a fractal tree [Opp86]. Two layers
of polygons, with the inner layer oriented towards the pupil and the
outer layer towards the corneal limbus, represented the iris fibres.
When the pupil dilates in the model, Gaussian perturbation makes
the outer layer wavy.
Also in contrast to the standard procedure of modelling the eyeball
as a sphere, Banf and Blanz [BB09] model the visible area of the
eye as part of a continuous face mesh. A texture mapping approach
is used to capture eye movements and occlusions by the eyelids.
With this method, Banf and Blanz avoid the sharp edge between
the eyeball and the surrounding skin and allow a smooth movement
between them.
Other research has focused on replicating the visual appearance
of the iris. Knowledge from ocularists was used to synthesize the
human iris in Lefohn et al.’s [LBS*03] approach. Ocularists design
aesthetically pleasing ocular prostheses by applying multiple layers
of paint onto a plastic shell to paint the iris. Starting with the most
dominant eye colour as a base, layers consisting of combinations
of dots, radial smears or radial spokes, representing iris components, are added. Lefohn et al. adapted this approach for a virtual

Addressing the individuality of the human eye, Bérard
et al. [BBN*14] introduced a novel capture system allowing them
to reconstruct the sclera, cornea and iris with its interpersonal differences. In successive processes, first the shape of the sclera is
reconstructed, followed by the cornea and iris. In addition, the capture system is used to reconstruct the iris deformation during pupil
dilation in detail.
In contrast to the previously introduced image-based methods, the
ILIT (Iridal Light Transport Model) by Lam and Baransoki [LB06]
is an iris model based purely on studies from the fields of physics
and biology. A Monte Carlo–based rendering technique is implemented to replicate the interactions of the light within the iridal
tissue and to determine the spectral response based on the known
composition and structure of the iris and the properties of the light.
The model allows the modification of biophysical parameters defining the composition of the iridal tissue and thereby affecting iris
colour.
Other methods to synthesize iris images can be found in the field
of iris recognition [WSG05, ZS06]. However, these methods are
generated for verification of iris recognition algorithms and do not
address the problem of modelling and rendering a realistic human
iris.
An interesting area of research concerns the modelling of the
pupil’s reaction to the light. Pamplona et al. [POB09] presented a
physiologically based model for the pupil light reflex and implemented an image-based iris deformation model. In this model, a
delay-differential equation was used to define the pupil diameter
as a function of environment light, enhancing results from mathematical biology and experimental data. The authors’ measurements
of feature points on the iris during deformation showed that these
points move along a straight line on radial axes. Therefore, the animation could be simplified to a texture-mapped planar triangle-strip
mesh with the inner triangle vertices mapped to the pupil border.
When changing the pupil diameter as a result of incident light, all
vertices at the pupil’s border are relocated to a new position along a
radial line, connecting the vertex with the pupil’s centre.
An additional reason for modelling pupil diameter is that it
changes as a function of emotional arousal [BMEL08], and that pupil
dilation can function as an indication of attraction, when judging
the opposite sex [TS04]. Obviously, emotion is expressed through
eye gaze as well, which is the subject of Section 4.3.
3. Low-Level Eye Animation
The first step in convincingly modelling any effective emotional
or social gaze behaviour for virtual agents is to gain a thorough
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Figure 2: Arrangement of the extraocular muscles from ‘Anatomy & Physiology’, Connexions, June 19, 2013, http://cnx.org/content/
col11496/1.6/.
understanding of the underlying behaviour in humans. Fortunately,
eye movements have been studied by psychologists and physiologists for more than a half-century, so an abundance of data exists
that precisely describes the kinematics of eye movements.
Located in the frontal part of the human head, the eyes perceive
only a restricted view of the surrounding environment. Humans’
field of view is further limited due to the fact that high visual
acuity is available only in a small region of the retina. Saccades,
the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR), smooth pursuit movements and
vergence (terms defined in later subsections) serve as mechanisms
for the eyes to maintain fixation on a moving object, to stabilize
the location of this object on the retinas and to adjust both eyes to
visual depth. In addition, the eyes do not move in isolation: they
are intricately intertwined with blinks and eyelid movements, and
are very frequently just one component of a larger gaze shift that
includes head motion.
In this section, the physiology underlying eye movements, eyelid movements and combined eye–head movements are reviewed
briefly. We also highlight relevant articles from computer science
and animation literature. Numerous approaches, including parametric approaches based on physiological measurements and computation approaches derived from motion capture or tracking data, have
been used to successfully simulate realistic gaze in agents performing a variety of actions.

3.1. Eyeball movement
The eyeball is a deceptively complex organ capable of executing a
wide repertoire of movements and controlled by six separate muscles
(Figure 2) [LZ99].
Fortunately, these movements have been studied extensively by
neurologists, psychologists and neuroscientists. As a result, both
their characteristics and the conditions under which they occur have
been extremely well-described, providing valuable resources for the
animator who wishes to reproduce them.

3.1.1. Saccades
Saccades, if not the most frequent type of eye movement, are probably the most noticeable. They are the rapid shifts in eye position
that centre the gaze on targets of interest. Saccade characteristics
are quite stable across healthy individuals. Their duration increases
approximately linearly and their peak velocity increases exponentially with magnitude [Bec89; LZ99, chapter 2]. This consistent
relationship is referred to as the main sequence [BCS75, figure 2].
Initial acceleration and final deceleration are extremely rapid
(>10 000 deg s−2 ). For example, a very large saccade of 30◦ typically has a velocity of around 500 deg s−1 and a duration of less
than one-tenth of a second. Under natural conditions, such saccades
are rare [BAS75]. More commonly occurring saccades of 5–10◦
have durations of 30–40 ms, or approximately one frame at 30 Hz.
Saccade latency in response to a visual target is normally around
200 ms [LZ99], but can reach approximately 100 ms under certain
conditions [FR84]. Under most conditions, the smallest possible intersaccadic interval (delay between consecutive saccades) is around
150 ms [LZ99]. Other saccade properties such as slight target undershoots, slow drifts after saccade completion (glissades), slight
curvature in the spatial trajectory of oblique saccades and torsional
movements of the eyeball are all modest [LZ99] and are normally
invisible to a casual observer.
Multiple approaches have been used to animate saccadic eye
movements. Extremely faithful to the underlying muscle mechanics and innervation patterns driving the eyeball, Komogortsev
et al. were able to generate extremely accurate saccadic velocity
curves [KHJK13]. Lee et al. [LBB02] also attempted to faithfully
reproduce a normalized velocity profile using a polynomial curve fit,
and their results were used in some later work [GLBB07, QBM08,
WLO10, Sha11, APMG12a].
Highly realistic movements can also be created using data-driven
approaches; for example, by training a statistical model based on
recorded movements [DLN05, DLN07, LMD12] or by simply
replaying the records themselves (Figure 3) [HJO*10, MBB12].
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Figure 3: Eye movement capture using a head-mounted eyetracking
device, and corresponding virtual avatar displaying the recorded
eye movements [MBB12].

An opposing perspective is exemplified by Yeo et al. [YLNP12],
who implemented simple bell-shaped velocity curves with the rationale that subtle asymmetries of the velocity waveform were
invisible to an observer. Similar methods use triangular velocity
curves [VGSS04], uniform velocity [MH07] and instantaneous rotation [NBF*13] to model saccadic eye movements.
The implementation of the frequency of saccades highly depends
on the task being performed. However, as a general rule the time
between saccades (i.e. fixations) can be modelled as an exponential
distribution [HHA*88], which for example was used by Normoyle
et al. [NBF*13].
3.1.2. Vestibulo-ocular reflex
The VOR acts to stabilize the eyes while they are fixating on an
object during head motion. The VOR is modulated by a direct reflex
via inner-ear vestibular neurons and thus occurs with extremely short
latency, on the order of 7–15 ms [LZ99, chapter 3]. It therefore can
be considered as effectively simultaneous with head movement. It is
easy to implement from a modelling perspective: if the head rotates
with some angle θx , θy , θz , the eyeballs should counter-roll at −θx ,
−θy , −θz . If the eyeballs are radially uniform, their vergence angle
is zero (see Section 3.1.4), and their θz component (corresponding
to lateral head tilt) can be ignored as an additional simplification,
see Anderson [And81] for an example of roll in a non-uniform (cat)
eyeball. Note that the VOR is partially suppressed during large gaze
shifts involving head movement (see Section 3.3). Most animation
papers that parametrically simulated eye movements also included
a VOR component [LBB02, GLBB07, MH07, WLO10, NBF*13,
APMG12a].
3.1.3. Smooth pursuit
The human fixation system is not constrained to static objects. For
example, it is able to make the complex series of saccades required

5

to read an advertisement on the side of a moving bus. The smooth
pursuit system is responsible for stabilizing moving images on the
retina [LZ99, chapter 4]. It has a response latency intermediate to
that of VOR and saccades, approximately 80–130 ms, and breaks
down at high target speeds of 30 deg s−1 or more [TL86]. Unlike
VOR and saccades, smooth pursuit is more situational and therefore
is not often observed. It can be seen, however, by watching spectators during a sporting match, or by watching a companion looking
out the window of a moving train (technically this is optokinetic
nystagmus, but it is visually similar to smooth pursuit), for example. From a simulation perspective, pursuit is considerably harder
to implement than saccades, since it requires a velocity calculation
in addition to the positional one. It is also harder to decide what
to pursue, since motion needs to be added to any underlying attentional model (e.g. Chopra-Khullar and Badler [CKB99], as well as
Section 4). Due to its latency and limited velocity, a simulation of
pursuit usually requires the computation and execution of one or
more catch-up saccades, as well. For these reasons, it is currently
of limited interest to animators, although the object-catching simulation of Yeo et al. [YLNP12] included an elegant implementation.

3.1.4. Vergence
Normally the two eyes are yoked; that is, if one eyeball rotates in a
particular direction, the other will rotate in exactly the same direction. Vergence [LZ99, chapter 8] is the exception to this rule. If an
object lies on or near the visual midline, the two eyes must rotate in
opposite directions to ensure that the object image appears at the corresponding position on both retinas. This process, called fusion, can
accompany both saccades (e.g. if gaze changes from a far peripheral target to a close central one) and pursuit (e.g. if a moving target
changes position in depth). Any animation system that calculates
rotation angles for both eyes separately has de facto implemented
vergence, but it is not strictly necessary for non-targeted gaze, such
as that during speech (e.g. Masuko and Hoshino [MH07]) or emotional expression (e.g. Queiroz et al. [QBM08]). Issues in vergence
are exacerbated when the character has large or stylized eyes (see
Section 4.7).

3.2. Eyelid movement
The eyelids are not part of the oculomotor system, but they do interact with it. This, as well as their proximity to the eyeballs, necessitates a brief treatment of eyelid movement here. Normal eye blinks
can be broken into spontaneous, voluntary and reflexive subclasses,
all of which have slightly different eyelid dynamics [VBR*03].
Spontaneous blinks, also called endogenous blinks, are the most interesting, since their frequency is linked to cognitive state and activity [SWG84, SNJ*07]. Various studies have linked blink occurrence
to attentional processes [NKM*13], fatigue [JTC*07, AWH10], lying [BBW96] and speech production [NK10]. Blink rates are highly
variable, however. A meta-study found ranges of 1.4–14.4 min−1
during reading, 8.0–21.0 min−1 during primary gaze and 10.5–
32.5 min−1 during conversation [Dou01].
The occurrence of individual blinks can be modelled as a Poisson
process [Gre86]. However, blinks very often occur almost simultaneously with the onset of eye and eye–head gaze movements,
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particularly large ones over 30 [EMP*94]. It is also important
to note that during a single blink, eyelid motion is not uniform:
the downphase velocity is approximately twice as fast as that of
the upphase velocity, and their respective durations are non-linear
[EMS91, figure 2; GSC91]. Importantly, eyelid displacements,
called lid saccades [BF88], always accompany vertical eye saccades.
Lid saccades do not exhibit as much marked asymmetry between
down- and upphases as do blinks [EMS91, figure 7; GSC91].
An unblinking face is visually disconcerting enough that nearly
all graphics papers implement some form of blink production; however, the blinks are usually not described in detail, leaving their precise implementation to be handled by the facial animation package
used. It is possible to animate blinks by calculating eyelid trajectories based on recorded video [DLN05, DLN07, WLO10, LMD12].
More sophisticated blink models also exist [SOS10, TCMH11], in
which eyelid dynamics are modelled according to physiological
data and account for both endogenous blinks and eyelid saccades.
Other eye blink models focus on higher level aspects, such as the
timing and synchronization of blinks during head movements and
conversations [LBB02, GLBB07, MH07]. Peters [Pet10] compared
the realism of different methods for simulating blink timing, such
as constant frequency versus saccade-linked. Although the results
did not show explicitly which blinking strategies were perceived as
more natural, the experiment confirmed the importance of regular
blinks in the general perception of blinks.
Normoyle and colleagues [NBF*13] used a heuristic approach
based on physiology: eyelid displacement was proportional to eyeball rotation except for the downward blink phase, which was modelled as a step displacement. Eyeball movement not only influences
eyelid displacement, but also the eyelids’ shape. This correlation
was analysed and synthesized by Elisei et al. [EBCR*07]. Based
on a training data set, the eyelids shape was modified by taking the
eye-gaze direction into account.

3.3. Combined eye–head movement
Most natural gaze shifts employ both eye and head movements to
replicate human gaze behaviours [LR86, figure 1; LZ99, chapter 7].
The threshold for evoking an eye–head gaze shift as opposed to an
eye-only saccade is approximately 15–20◦ [Sta99], although this
varies between individuals [Ful92]. When reacting to a target, eyes
normally move first with typical saccadic latency (∼200 ms), while
head motion begins 20–50 ms later. However, when gaze is shifted
to a predictable target, the head movement begins around 100 ms
before the eye saccades [LZ99]. Like eye saccades, head movements have a consistent velocity–magnitude relationship [GV87].
Unlike saccades, subjects can voluntarily modulate head velocity
with a corresponding impact on eye velocity [LR86, figure 1B].
The calculation of gaze shifts with initial head and eye positions
different from looking straight ahead, has to take the midline effect
into account [Ful92, HM06]. With the midline defined as the torso
midline, Fuller [Ful92] found that a gaze shift towards the midline
results in larger head movements.
A common strategy employed in graphics literature is to define
a cutoff displacement of 10–15◦ above which targets are acquired
by an eye–head gaze [NBF*13, MH07]. Once the desired head

displacement is known, there are several possibilities for computing
the rest of its movement parameters. Its velocity can be estimated
using the main sequence relation [GV87, YLNP12] or from a desired
timing regime [MH07], or it can be computed automatically using
inverse kinematics of the head and neck joints [NBF*13]. Head
animation can also be modelled by fitting physiological [Pet10]
or motion capture [VGSS04, LMD12] data. The model of Andrist
et al. [APMG12a] attempts to provide parametric control over many
of the aspects of movements that vary based on actor and situation
while maintaining the low-level kinematics common to all eye–head
movements.

3.4. Summary
Eye movements, blinks and head gaze have all been extensively
studied by physiologists, so their parameters are well understood.
As a result, animators have access to a wealth of data that can be
used to increase the realism of their own simulations. An important
consideration is to decide which details are important for imparting
realism, and which details are too subtle or unnoticeable to be worth
incorporating into virtual agents.
Changes to low-level features of gaze motion, such as direction,
velocity and amount of head recruitment, can produce substantial
effects on high-level outcomes of the interaction. For this reason,
it is important to parametrize the low-level features in such a way
that designers of human-virtual agent interactions can easily target
specific high-level outcomes through the manipulation of low-level
parameters. For example, Andrist et al. [APMG12b] have shown that
manipulation of the amount of head alignment in a gaze shift towards
users and objects can serve to create gaze behaviour that is perceived
as more affiliative—leading to higher feelings of rapport—or more
referential—leading to learning outcomes—in an educational scenario.
In this section, a great deal of attention was paid to movement
kinematics. However, there are other characteristics of eye movements that remain to be resolved; namely, when they occur, where
they are directed, and the cognitive state of the agent executing
the movement. These higher level issues will be addressed in the
following section.

4. High-Level Aspects of Gaze Behaviour
This section is founded on low-level aspects of combined eye–head
animation described in Section 3 for synthesizing more complex
information seeking and interaction behaviours involving gaze. A
key challenge is to automate a process often conducted manually
by artists. Models must be capable of fully automating expressions
appropriately given the context of the situation (i.e. environment,
interaction type, culture and so on). In this respect, automation
efforts for characters [CV99] share many crossovers with efforts
made in HRI (Section 5.2), especially when characters are to be
endowed with behaviour generation competencies that are associated with behavioural and cognitive animation approaches in computer animation [TT94, FTT99]. These competencies, often based
on research related to the functions of gaze during interactions (Section 4.1), involve sensory investigation through computational visual
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attention models (Section 4.2); gaze synthesis for expressing emotions (Section 4.3) and providing a window into the ‘mind’ of characters [LMT*07] to better communicate internal states, attitudes,
attentions and intentions [MGR04]; for regulating conversations, as
speaker or attentive listener (Section 4.4); and for use with other
modalities, including speech, to enable characters to engage more
naturally in discourse (Section 4.5). This section also provides an
overview of how eye gaze detected from humans is being used in
a variety of diverse HCI applications (Section 4.6); and how gaze
models may be applied to stylized characters (Section 4.7).

4.1. Functions of gaze
Gaze is a powerful non-verbal cue that yields a number of positive
effects in human–human interactions [Kle86]. It serves a number
of functions, including information gathering, signalling interest
and emotional state and regulating conversations through management of participant turn-taking [AC76, Ken90]. In conversations,
gaze helps to mediate flow, including indicating the addressee, paying attention, displaying attentiveness, affecting turn transitions and
signalling requests for backchannels. Gazing at transition-relevant
places in a conversation can facilitate conversational turn-taking by
reducing the length of pauses between speaker turns and reducing
the amount of overlapping speech [Ken67], and a teacher who engages in mutual gaze with students is effective in improving learning
outcomes [OO80]. Gaze is used to regulate intimacy [Abe86], facilitate references to objects in a shared visual space [BHAF09,
GC11], signal dominance in multi-party conversations [FN11] and
facilitate conversational grounding, which leads to improved collaborative outcomes [BHZS12]. Gaze behaviour is also crucial for
facilitating mobile sensory investigation in complex dynamic environments. In this role, visual attention mechanisms may be used
to control the target of gaze motions, as described in the following
subsection.

4.2. Visual attention
Visual attention refers to mechanisms allowing us to focus our processing capabilities on relevant information and to filter out information that is irrelevant. More specifically, it has been described
by [TCW*95] as referring to the selection of regions, features and
values of interest in the visual field, the control of information flow
through the visual system and the shifting of focus from one selected
region to the next in time. For virtual agents and robots, models of
visual attention allow the agent to become situated, which refers to
an agent that is embedded in its environment in such a way as to be
reactive to environmental objects, motions and/or the actions of the
user [HJ96]. Visual attention models may drive gaze behaviours that
facilitate sensory investigation when coupled with visual perception
input systems (see Peters et al. [PCR*11] for an overview). Based
on perceptual inputs, visual attention models determine locations of
interest to which gaze and eye movements are subsequently directed
and also inform other aspects of gaze motions, such as the ratio of
the head and eye movements or the quality of blink motions [PO03].
These approaches have been employed in the animation of idle
looking behaviours [CKB99] of characters in a bottom–up manner, i.e. when there are no tasks at hand or to interrupt tasks, in

7

order to ensure that characters are perceived to be situated in their
environment, dynamically responsive to events occurring in their environment. Thus, the approaches are useful for the generation of autonomous secondary behaviour [GD02] when characters are embedded in virtual environments [POS03]. More recent work [CGV09]
also considers relationships between gaze targets and proxemics
when generating idle gaze motions.
In other situations, the virtual character becomes situated in
the user’s physical environment by interacting with the real world
through the use of a web camera [ID03, PBER07] and makes eye
movements and gaze motions towards salient locations in the environment. Such saliency-based approaches [IDP06, OSS09] are
based on a neurobiological model of visual attention [Itt00] and
have been popular for animating eye and gaze movements. More
recent efforts have focused on specific aspects of visual attention; for example, the role of object relevance [OSP11] and task
constraints [KOS11] on gaze specification. A key challenge is
balancing bottom–up and top–down visual attention for gaze allocation [MHKS07]. This is a difficult issue due to the demands of
real-time operation.

4.2.1. Opening interactions and directing attention
The ability of characters to express interest [GP09] in users through
gaze [PPB*05] and associated modalities has led to research on less
explicit and more natural ways in which interaction with humans
is requested and human attention is directed. The ability to express
interest through eye movements and gaze has been studied in relation to its effects on human perception of attention [Pet06] and
human self-involvement during social interactions [MSH*06] with
characters. Other studies have considered the use of the eyes, head,
body and locomotive direction of characters [Pet05] as a means for
opening an interaction [Car78].
Gaze behaviours may be a powerful means for cueing the attention
of human users [FBT07]. A number of studies have investigated
the gaze cueing abilities of virtual characters [MSSSB10] in game
scenarios [PAK10, QPA14] and in multi-task scenarios [KK13].
Further research is required to elucidate the factors that may underlie
the ability of artificial systems to better direct the visual attention of
human users (see Section 5.1.1 for similar research themes involving
physical embodiments).

4.3. Expression of emotion
Gaze is a powerful method by which emotions are expressed [Iza91].
It has also been noted that gaze affects how emotions are perceived
by the addressee [PSA*04]. Therefore, how characters perform gaze
motions is an important consideration for successful conveyance of
emotional states to users [FOM*02].
While traditional approaches by skilled animators have been successful at creating expressive characters, automatic approaches are
still an open challenge. Current approaches in the literature have
therefore sought to analyse gaze motions in animated films to create animation models that can automatically map between emotions
and gaze animation characteristics [LMK04, QBM07, LM10b].
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Studies have also considered the expression of emotions
through gaze shifts that involve movements of both the torso
and the head [LM07]. For example, the SmartBody Gaze Controller [TLM09], released as part of the open-source SmartBody
system, is capable of making full-body torso gaze shifts and aversions and also allows for the control of parameters, such as velocity and postural bias. Empirical studies have been performed in
order to link low-level gaze attributes from non-verbal behaviour
literature with observers’ attributions of emotional states [LM10a,
QBM08]. For example, Cig et al. [CKEMT10] conducted user studies to show that changes in gaze and head behaviour, achieved
through the variation of gaze animation parameters, led to changes
in impressions of the arousal and dominance levels of characters.
Li and Mao [LM12] describe a rule-based approach to generate
emotional eye movement based on the Geneva Emotion Wheel to
enable virtual agents to convey different emotional expressions to
users through eye movements. A data-driven approach was adopted
by Busso et al. [BDNN07] to generate expressive head movements
from speech data.

4.4. Conversation
During conversations, non-verbal feedback behaviours relating to
gaze, such as glances towards and away from others, in addition
to other modalities, have many functions [CTP98] in mediating
flow in conversational situations [CT99], including indicating the
addressee, paying attention, displaying attentiveness, affecting turn
transitions and signalling requests for backchannels [Hey06]. By
deploying an agent’s gaze strategically, a number of positive highlevel outcomes can be achieved in conversations between humans
and agents. Previous approaches modelling conversational gaze for
characters include those considering communicative functions to
pre-determine gaze suitable in a specific conversational context and
later modifying gaze patterns using statistical information to generate directed and averted gaze for dyadic interactions [PB03]. Other
approaches have used visual attention models to simulate social
gaze, with accompanying engagement and distraction behaviours,
during multi-party interactions [GB06, GLBB07]. People take another’s eye gaze as evidence of what they are attending to and
thinking about and use it to determine the course of their current
utterance or action [CK03]. Eye gaze produced by a speaker can be
used by an addressee to resolve conversational ambiguity [HB07].
When multiple interactions take place over a long period of time,
patterns of gaze and other non-verbal behaviours have been shown
to adapt as relationships evolve [SB12].
Wang and Gratch [WG10] found that a virtual agent exhibiting
gaze attention and displaying cues of positivity and coordination
to a user can create stronger feelings of rapport from the user. In
an interactive storytelling scenario, a virtual agent that modulates
mutual gaze by shifting its gaze in reaction to a user’s gaze is able to
improve user perceptions of social presence and rapport [BWA*10].
In immersive virtual environments, a virtual agent has been shown
to influence the amount of interpersonal distance a human user will
maintain with the agent based on the amount of eye contact the
agent makes with the user [BBBL01]. Appropriately timed shifts in
gaze away from the user, in relation to the speech of the user, can
lead to positive high-level outcomes in turn-taking and participant

disclosure [AMG13]. An agent can also use gaze (along with gesture
and speech) to effectively shape a conversation with multiple participants according to its own intentions by directing gaze towards
specific participants or averting gaze from participants in order to
signal turn-taking intentions [BH10].
The effects of cultural differences and gender on the conversational behaviour of agents are also of importance. Jan
et al. [JHM*07] have simulated different cultural parameters related
to gaze, overlap in turn-taking and proxemics for rating by native
speakers of North American English, Mexican Spanish and Arabic. Studies in immersive and augmented reality environments have
shown that users provide more personal space to agents that engage
in mutual gaze with them [BBLB02], and users have a higher physiological arousal towards virtual agents not exhibiting behaviours of
their cultural background [ODK*12]. In Vala et al. [VBP11], gaze is
considered in the creation of a model for varying the communication
of agents based on gender.
Recent efforts have involved the use of comprehensive annotated databases of conversations between humans and characters,
for example [MVC*12]. Approaches also consider the animation of
gaze aversion behaviours for virtual agents in conversation situations [AMG13].

4.4.1. Artificial listeners
A notable area of research attention involves the definition of nonverbal signals for artificial listeners [HNP07] (see Bevacqua [Bev13]
for an overview). In these situations, gaze has been studied in
the context of backchannels during conversation, i.e. non-intrusive
acoustic and visual signals provided to the speaker by listeners during their turn [YNG70]. The Rapport Agent, developed by Gratch
et al. [GWG*07], generates non-verbal backchannels for the listening virtual agent. More recently, Hjalmarsson and Oertel [HO12]
found that listeners are more prone to backchannels when the gaze
of a speaking virtual agent is directed towards them; however, gaze
alone cannot explain the timing of backchannels.
Such an approach is useful in situations where verbal utterances
may not be desirable or practical, due to communication distance
or for fear of negative social repercussions arising from failed attempts [Gof63]. Other work has focused on characters that initiate
interactions in a favourable manner using gaze in order to promote
subsequent interaction attempts [BAT09]. Cafaro et al. [CVB*12]
further investigate how the multimodal non-verbal behaviours of
characters during the approach to interaction lead to the formation of
impressions related to personality and interpersonal attitude based
on smile, gaze and proximity, highlighting relationships between
gaze and judgements of friendliness.

4.5. Speech and multi-modal interaction
Gaze is an important component in multi-modal behaviours conducted by speakers in face-to-face interactions and is only one of
a number of non-verbal channels employed in parallel to speech
to efficiently request, take, hold and give interaction turns [Dun74]
and request feedback from listeners [Cho92]. The generation of coordinated verbal and non-verbal multi-modal behaviours, including
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gaze [PPDR00], has therefore been an important focus of research
for virtual characters engaging in conversation with humans. Sometimes this involves artificial systems being able to detect engagement
through gaze from real conversational partners [NI10, IONN13] in
order to adapt to them.

4.5.1. Speech driven gaze
A number of systems use speech as an input from which to generate facial expressions involving the mouth, head, eyes and eyebrows [AHS02]. More recently, Zoric et al. [ZFP11] automatically
generated facial gestures in real time from the prosodic information obtained from speech signals. Nods, head movements, blinks,
eyebrow gestures and gaze were generated using Hidden Markov
Models and global statistics. Gaze level fell at the hesitation pause
and rose at the end of the utterance to obtain listener feedback. Le
et al. [LMD12] generated head motion, eye gaze and eyelid motion
simultaneously from speech inputs. Non-linear dynamic
al canonical correlation analysis was used to synthesize gaze from
head motion and speech features. Mariooryad and Busso [MB12]
focused on the generation of head and eyebrow motions from speech
using three Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs). In recent work,
Marsella et al. [MXL*13] utilized semantics based on a shallow
analysis of the utterance text and prosody from the speech signal to
generate head movements, eye saccades, gestures, blinks and gaze
behaviour. Their method outperforms previous approaches that used
prosody alone.
A number of research efforts have considered eye movements
and gaze specifically during situations involving verbal communication between characters and humans [CCD00]. Vinayagamoorthy
et al. [VGSS04] presented an eye-gaze model for user-controlled
avatars involved in dyadic interactions in shared immersive virtual
environments. Their model accounts for differences in saccade magnitude and the effect of the roles of listener or speaker on gaze and
intersaccadic interval and also generates movements for other parts
of the body. Breton et al. [BPG*06] modelled the gaze behaviour of
conversational characters in real-time multi-modal dialogue with a
group of users. Ishii et al. [IMFN06] proposed a model for animating the gaze behaviour of an avatar for turn-taking in multi-party
conversations using utterances and a probabilistic state transition
model.

4.5.2. Multi-modal behaviour generation
The automatic generation of conversational behaviour for characters [CPB*94] involves the generation and coordination of verbal
and non-verbal behaviour over multiple modalities, such as facial
expressions, lip motions, eye gaze, head motion and arm gestures
in order to create meaningful gestures (Figure 4).
For example, systems such as BodyChat [VC98], BEAT [CVB01]
and Spark [Vil04] allowed characters to automatically animate their
own conversational behaviours, including speech, gaze, turn-taking
and backchannel feedback, with minimal user and animator specification through text input. Bee et al. [BPAW10] combined gaze
and linguistic behaviours to create agents capable of expressing

Figure 4: Gaze as one of a number of coordinated modalities
expressing panic and fear in an Embodied Conversational Agent
(ECA) [NHP13].

social dominance. For an overview of multi-modal coordination,
see Martin et al. [MDR*11].
Initiatives such as SAIBA (Situation, Agent, Intention, Behaviour,
Animation) [KKM*06] are being developed to modularize the design of conversational characters. Behaviour Markup Language
(BML) [VCC*07], developed as one of three stages in the SAIBA
model, defines multi-modal behaviours, such as gaze, head, face,
body, gesture and speech, among others, in a human-readable XML
mark-up format. BML allows the definition of multi-modal behaviours by specifying temporal details for primitive action elements
(see Krenn et al. [KPPP11] for an overview). Another example is the
Affective Presentation Mark-up Language (APML) introduced by
de Carolis et al. [DCPPS04] as part of a Mind–Body interface, where
specified communicative goals and their relations are translated into
the agents behaviour using APML to express their meaning with the
body.
4.6. Eye gaze in HCI and beyond
Eye gaze has been used in a variety of diverse HCI applications, from video games [SG06] to drones [HAMM14] to allowing
physically impaired users to control their home using their eyes
[BCCDR11]. Gaze has been used to support basic user interaction
tasks, such as keyboard input for pointing and selecting [KPW07].
Advancements in gaze tracking have focused on generic selection
methods for gaze-only controlled interfaces based on gaze gestures [DS07, MLGH10], that is, gestures that consist of a single
point-to-point movement in addition to studies involving eye closure [HR12] and dwell time [DAH12] for a variety of applications,
including games [WEP*08, EPM08, IHI*10]. The difficulties encounter in the evaluation of these systems was addressed by Świrski
and Dodgson [SD14], who generated physically accurate renderings of synthesized eyes as ground truth data for video-based gaze
estimators.
Other research has taken multi-modal approaches seeking to augment eye gaze, for example, with simple head gestures [MHP12,
vM12], voice [WEP*08], hand gestures [YHC*10], facial expressions [SII04] and touch [SSND11, SD12, TAB*13] and
EMG [CBCA07]. Numerous research efforts have focused on
fast, dwell-free eye-typing [KV12] and text input through continuous movements of the eye [WRS*07, BA08]. Other work has
involved the use of eye gaze for drawing applications [YC06,
Hei13a, JPMG13], in some cases involving the use of both gaze
and voice [vdKS11]. For example, in Heikkilä [Hei13b] gaze
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gestures enable moving and resizing, while the closure of the eyes
stop actions in the drawing system.

4.6.1. Detecting user eye-gaze behaviour
While gaze detection from users has been extensively studied in HCI
for controlling and complimenting interfaces, core technologies and
research endeavours are also relevant to those working in the domain
of interactive intelligent agents, for example, Embodied Conversational Agents, or ‘ECAs’, and HRI. These systems are often tasked
with engaging the user in dialogue, providing assistance or engaging in pedagogical activities [CBK*14]. Sustained interactions
require the agent to have some knowledge of user behaviour and
potential state, such as their level of engagement [PCdF09]. Since
gaze is a powerful and efficient communication modality, a number
of efforts aim to detect gaze direction from users to fully or partially inform the behaviour of artificial agents. Some of these efforts
use the position of a user’s head to inform an agent’s reactive gaze
behaviour [KG08], while others recognize an individual’s gaze aversion behaviours given contextual information [MD08] or identify an
addressee during multi-party conversations to ensure that an agent
responds appropriately when it has been addressed [NBHH13].
The detection of user gaze and derived inferences of attentive state
has also been used in HRI situations (see also Section 5.2) to inform
and trigger robot behaviour. For example, Das et al. [DRKK14] classify human gaze behaviour as either spontaneous or scene-relevant
looking. The robot interrupts the user to explain aspects of the scene
only if it detects that they are looking at something of scene relevance.

Figure 5: Four different characters with different eye geometry. The
character on the upper left has realistic human proportions. Adapting gaze models to characters with stylized eye geometry requires
the consideration of potential artefacts [PMG13].

4.6.2. Shared attention and engagement
Detecting user eye gaze is foundational to implementing more advanced artificial social competencies. Agent interaction capabilities
relating to engagement detection [CPC13], and joint and shared attention may be supported by real-time gaze detection from human
users utilizing computer vision techniques [PAK10] and eye tracking approaches [HPB*07]. Attentive presentation agents [EPAI07],
for example, are capable of utilizing the user’s visual attention, based
on their tracked eye fixations, to detect objects of interest and guide
the behaviours of two virtual presentation agents who describe the
items in further detail.
A more recent study by Pfeiffer-Leßmann et al. [PLPW12] implements joint attention behaviours in the virtual agent ‘Max’ to
compare the timings of initial referential gaze acts in human–human
interactions to those in human–agent interactions. The results indicate that, at least in this situation, the dwell time in the human–agent
interaction was comparable to the human–human interaction case.
Shared attention has also been investigated in relation to physical
embodiments (see Section 5.1.1).

4.7. Stylized characters
Most gaze models are based on observations of humans or other
animals that have eyes of a particular size and movements that are
subject to physical properties and anatomical limits. Real-world

gaze movement must be functional to be effective; however, when
similar gaze models are applied to characters, such as cartoon or
stylized characters, whose eyes are significantly different from those
of their real-life counterparts, problems may arise. The question
is whether or not it is appropriate to use models developed for
humans and human eyes for characters. Lacking an alternative, this
is the most common approach. The human brain has a particular
affinity for faces and eyes (e.g. Bentin et al. [BAP*96]), and peoples’
propensity to interpret even vaguely eye-like objects as eyes suggests
adapting human models to characters is a viable approach.
In applying human gaze models to characters with varying eye geometry (see Figure 5), a number of issues arise. Pejsa et al. [PMG13]
catalogue and propose solutions to several of these issues. The issues
fall into three key areas. The first is that ‘normal’ human movements
often look odd when examined closely. Human and animal eyes are
sufficiently small that most people never see the details of their
movements. When these movements are magnified, for example by
using a character with proportionally larger eyes, the movements are
unexpected. Secondly, stylized character eyes are often larger than
realistic eyes and therefore require unrealistically fast movements
to traverse the angular displacements made by real eyes. Thirdly,
stylized eyes often are of unrealistic geometric configurations, such
as asymmetric shapes, and movement ranges. Each of these issues
leads to similar effects: when human eye models are applied to
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Figure 6: Implied eye-line (recreated from [Osi10, chapter 2]).
stylized eyes, visual artefacts occur, such as movements that seem
unusual or would not be seen in humans except under pathological
circumstances (such as cross-eyedness or divergence).
To adapt a human gaze model to a range of stylized characters
(see Figure 5), Pejsa et al. [PMG13] added constraints to ensure
that pathological situations, such as cross-eyedness, do not occur.
To meet these constraints, they exploited the fact that virtual agents
are performative (see also Section 6.2 and Figure 6). They do not
need to function correctly (e.g. enable the character to see); rather,
they serve as a signal to the audience. The approach moves gaze
targets and limits eye movements in order to avoid objectionable
artefacts. While their model did not accurately point the eyes at
the intended gaze targets, an empirical study confirmed that this
inaccuracy did not limit viewers’ ability to localize gaze targets;
furthermore, the visible artefacts were significantly reduced.
Efforts to map gaze behaviours between virtual and physical
embodiments, such as robots, are also of relevance to this work and
are described in Section 5.

achievable by physical motors, and affordances of their robots or
when working with a robot that does not have articulated eyes and
must express gaze through head movements alone. Srinivasan and
Murphy [SM11] provide a survey of HRI gaze research that identifies a number of social contexts and discrete gaze acts considered
so far by the community.
A number of high-level conversational outcomes achievable
through gaze behaviour have been investigated in HRI research,
including the use of gaze to signal participant roles [MSK*09],
facilitate turn-exchanges [KYH*98] and affect the human user’s
physical and psychological closeness with the robot [MM11]. A
robot that gazes responsively towards the human user, rather than
randomly or statically, produces stronger feelings of being intentionally looked at [YSI*06]. In conversations with multiple participants,
a robot’s scanning gaze behaviour serves the dual functions of indicating attention to all conversational partners and updating the
robot’s knowledge of the partners that are occasionally outside the
range of its cameras [BFJ*05].

5. Social Robots

5.1.1. Shared attention and gaze cueing

The modelling of eye-gaze behaviours in robotics presents a number
of complimentary and interesting crossovers with similar efforts taking place in the domain of virtual characters. This section describes
advancements in gaze generation for supporting enhanced interactions with social robots in conversational scenarios. An important issue that arises is the mapping of gaze behaviours between virtual and
physical embodiments, such as robots, where there are challenges
in retargeting to platforms with reduced embodiments. The investigation of reduced embodiments is significant to Computer Graphics
applications where lower fidelity or more constrained characters
are sometimes desirable while ensuring that core communicative
qualities remain intact.

Studies have also investigated how different types of gaze behaviour,
short frequent glances and long, less frequent stares, may convey
a robot’s visual attention [AHFS*13]. Similar to studies involving virtual agents (see Sections 4.2.1 and 4.6.2), shared attention
behaviours and gaze cueing have also been studied with physical
embodiments. Moon et al. [MTG*14] demonstrate that human-like
gaze cues helped to improve performance during a task involving
the handover of water bottles. Subjects initiated reaching actions
earlier when shared attention gaze behaviours were present than
in other conditions. In another study involving a handover task,
Kirchner et al. [KAD11] found gaze to be an effective individualizing cue for ensuring that a selected participant, in contrast to
arbitrary group members, would take a salient object.

5.1. Human–Robot interaction

Previous research has studied how to deploy a robot’s gaze as a
cue for its attention, based on detected engagement levels of human
participants in the interaction [XLW13] and timed in relation to object references made by the robot when speaking or by the user when
the robot is listening [SC09]. Significantly, Admoni et al. [ABT*11]
conducted an experiment to investigate if robot gaze elicits the same
reflexive cueing effect as human gaze. Their findings indicate that
while robots conveyed directional information, they failed to elicit

In the HRI community, a particular emphasis has been placed on
examining the high-level outcomes achievable through gaze. This
focus may be due to the HRI community’s strong ties to social
science communities and partially due to the fact that HRI researchers generally have less control over the low-level variables
of gaze. For example, HRI researchers are limited by the velocities
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reflexive attention cueing effects, implying that humans cognitively
process robots differently from other humans in common social
mechanisms.
5.1.2. Task performance and speech
In relation to gaze and speech behaviour, in a user study involving a
map route drawing task, Skantze et al. [SHO13] show that appropriate robot gaze behaviours helped to improve task performance and
reduce cognitive load by helping to disambiguate referring expressions to objects in a shared scene and manage the flow of interaction.
Notably, the study also considers how gaze may be used as a cue to
inhibit or encourage the user to act during pauses in speech. Users
gave less feedback and looked at the robot more during the task
when the preceding utterance segment was incomplete.
5.2. Mapping virtual and physical embodiments
The virtual agents and social robotics communities have separately
investigated a number of gaze mechanisms and their conversational
effects. However, it is often unclear how these mechanisms might
be accurately translated between the virtual and physical realms.
Robots and virtual agents have been shown to differ along a number of social dimensions, including realism, social presence, lifelikeness and physical proximity [PKFT07]. A number of studies
have been performed that compare virtual agents with human-like
robots in various contexts, such as health education and collaborative work [PKFT07, KB04, BHKS11].
A number of unique challenges arise when attempting to repurpose behaviours from a virtual agent for a human-like robotic
platform, including (1) the acceleration and speed of a robot’s movements have both upper and lower limits, (2) due to physical inertia
and communication latency, a robot will typically not react instantaneously to a command and (3) robot expression has fewer degrees
of freedom [LvW12]. The third challenge is of particular importance when attempting to bring gaze mechanisms from a virtual
platform, in which agents can use both their head and eyes, to
a robotic platform without articulated eyes. In a similar vein, the
physically co-located robot must actively direct its gaze to track
users’ faces, motions that are not required of a virtual agent due
to the Mona Lisa gaze effect [DdGB10, AMEB12]. Conversely,
this may also enable physical systems to better direct human gaze
to targets of interest in the real environment. In general, retooling
a behaviour for a completely different platform (e.g. translating a
virtual agent gaze model for human-like robots) requires a consideration of what minimum representation that behaviour would need
in order to evoke the desired response [CT07]. Recent work by Andrist et al. [ATGM14] showed how conversational gaze aversion
behaviours, originally developed for virtual agents, could be effectively adapted for a human-like robot platform that lacks articulated
eyes.
6. Animator’s Eye Animation
In this section, we consider the animation of the eye and head from
the perspective of a character animator. The creation of animated
characters can be compared to a film or stage actor, where the

character animator designs a fictional character that must convey
thoughts, emotion and personality. The main goal is to create a
character which is appealing to the audience—one they can identify
with, no matter if it is the hero or the villain. We will summarize
animation guidelines from different animators, well known from the
movie industry. These guidelines illustrate the requirements an animator has to meet when animating eye, eyelid and head movements,
which often differ from the requirements of realistic approaches described in the previous sections.
6.1. Thoughts and emotions
Walt Disney recognized the importance of the eyes and advised
that, ‘the audience watches the eyes, and this is where the time and
money must be spent if the character is to act convincingly’ [TJ95].
Well-designed and animated eye and head movements inform the
audience about the character’s emotions and thoughts and are guided
by the character’s personality.
Before creating a character, the animator has to acquaint themselves with the personality of the character. Williams summarizes
the job of an animator in three steps [Wil09]: first, to clearly communicate the point of the scene; secondly, to project themselves into
the character’s mind; and thirdly, to portray the thinking process of
the character. To convince the audience that a character is alive, the
animator matches the movements and actions with the thought process. Anticipation is one of the basic principle of animation [TJ95],
and is especially suited for creating a character whose actions are
guided by thoughts. A convincing action should always be led by
the eyes or the head, starting with the eyes moving a few frames
before the head and the rest of the body [Las01]. In specific cases
where the character does not have eyes or where eye movement
is unwanted, the head is used to lead the character’s movement.
The time frame of the eyes or head leading the action depends on
the substance of the thought—does the character have to make a
quick decision, or does the character have to choose between different options? Other tools to anticipate action are takes and double
takes [Gle13]. In a take, the character reacts to a situation. First,
the character recognizes a situation, followed by an anticipation
action, the actual take and the final recovery. A double take increases the effect of the anticipation by delaying the reaction to
the situation [Gle13]. The anticipation of eye movements enhances
the character’s credibility. An audience recognizing the thoughts
of a character is aware of subsequent actions and can follow them
easily [TJ95].
Some animators propose the use of Neuro-linguistic programming (NLP) as a guideline to map thoughts to specific eye movement [BG79]. While there is no true consensus between researchers
as to whether or not these mappings are applicable, these rules
can help animate the characters’ eyes to convey a specific thinking
process. Each eye movement and direction is mapped to an internal thought. A character looking upwards indicates visual thoughts,
such as remembering or constructing an image, looking to the middle relates to sound and looking downwards relates to emotions.
While these positions vary from person to person and depend on
other stimuli, a more simplistic approach is to match the eye movement of a person looking upwards to thoughts regarding short-term
memory and looking downwards to long-term and personal memory [Hoo13].
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Figure 7: Relation eyelid to iris (recreated from [Osi10, chapter 2]).
6.2. Secondary movement—gaze, blink and pupil
The animation of conversing characters presents a specific challenge due to the production cycle of the animation movie and visual effects industry. After a script is written and voice actors act
out the dialogue, the animator breaks down the dialogue to understand the character’s state of mind and determines the thoughts
behind the words [Hoo13]. This thought could be an intention,
objective, motivation or emotion [Hoo13], indicated as a change
in eye movement, concluding that the eye and head movement
associated with this thought, anticipates the dialogue by several
seconds [Mae06]. The animation must be simple and direct, communicating one single thought or emotion at a time, to catch and
maintain the audience’s attention [Mae06]. Excessive head movement could distract the audience and make it difficult to see the
character’s face.
The animator also must find the character’s line-of-sight and the
conversational partner’s location to keep the character’s focus fixed
on the subject [Mae06]. In addition, the animator has to ensure that
the audience is always aware of what is going on in the character’s
mind. A character turning the head completely towards a target, such
as an object or a dialogue partner, conceals the character’s facial
expression from the audience. Osipa [Osi10] therefore recommends
the use of an implied eye-line. The eye-line indicates where the
eyes are pointing at and leads the audience toward the target. With
an implied eye-line, more of the character’s face and expression is
visible. More white on the left side of the eye for example, implies
that the character is looking to the right side of the screen towards
a target. From a top–down view, the eye-line might not directly
intersect with the target, but the audience still is able to follow
the character’s thoughts (see Figure 6). Furthermore, a character’s
constant attention at an object communicates life and attentiveness
to the audience.
As with the eyes, the correct animation of eyelid movements
and blinking contributes to the believability of the character and
emphasize thoughts and emotions. The position of the eyelid in
relation to the eye and pupil is a powerful method for changing
entire facial expressions. Osipa’s diagram (see Figure 7) shows
the relationship between eyelid, eye and pupil [Osi10]. A halfopen eye contributes to a sleepy expression, while a fully open
eyelid gives the impression that the character is alert. Therefore,
Maestri [Mae06] suggests to model a neutral, relaxed eyelid as
approximately 80% open to avoid audience misinterpretations of

the character’s appearance as over alert or sleepy (see Figure 7,
middle).
To incorporate effective blinking into an animation, it is essential
to correlate thoughts and eye blinks as well as depict anatomical
movements correctly. An eye blink during significant events in the
animation draws the viewers’ attention and can be used to strengthen
an expression. Murch’s book ‘In the blink of an eye’ [Mur01] gives
advice on film editing and the importance of eye blinks. He interprets eye blinks as the projection of internal thoughts and the internal
struggle a human might have. A blink separates visual inputs into
important portions for easier processing. For Murch, an eye blink
supports the separation of thoughts to order them or to break down
ideas. Eye blinks are described as in sync with our emotional state
and internal thoughts. For example, a person who does not blink
for a long time might hold onto one thought, while a person who
blinks every few seconds might switch from one thought to another
in an attempt to order them and to find the answer. The appropriate
place to add an eye blink therefore would be when the character
is processing a thought or when the character reaches a decision.
In addition, a blink occurs almost simultaneously with the onset of
large eye and eye–head gaze movements (see Section 3). Furthermore, Osipa [Osi10] advices against repetitive eye blinks following
one another close in time, since this could indicate disbelief, shock
or confusion and misleads the audience from the main point. Osipa
further recommends not to add eye blinks ‘in the first or last 5 to
10 frames of a shot’ [Osi10], since an editor needs flexibility in the
area to cut into and out of a shot.
Dilation of the pupils is often overlooked by animators, since
pupils typically remain constant in size throughout a scene. However, changing their size adds expressiveness and liveliness to a
character and underlines the character’s state of mind [Rob07]. A
child-like appearance is achieved with large pupils, while small
pupils reflect fear, or could make the audience aware of an evil or
untrustworthy character. Adapting the size of the pupil to surrounding light conditions further emphasizes the character’s authenticity.
With all these tools, the animator designs a character’s personality ensuring that its particular attitude [TJ95], supporting thoughts,
emotions and words are communicated by the careful timing and
animation of the eye, pupil and eyelid movements. In accomplishing
this, the animator must be aware of the thoughts behind the character’s action, where the character is looking and where the audience
is looking at any given moment.
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7. Perceptual Evaluation of Agents
Researchers strive to create virtual entities that evoke the same reactions as real humans do during social interaction. It is therefore
important to take human perceptions into account in judging the
plausibility and realism of virtual entity simulations. In this section, we discuss the ways in which low- and high-level gaze models have been evaluated in terms of plausibility, effectiveness and
ability to achieve communicative goals. Various approaches have
been adopted, including survey-based questionnaires, direct comparisons with state-of-the-art algorithms and ground truth eye data
captured from a human, to achieve this goal. We highlight the importance of perception and how effective perceptual experiments can be
designed.

7.1. Experimentation methods
The effectiveness of an experiment depends on the careful preparation of stimuli, the presentation of those stimuli and a correct
analysis of the results. This section describes in detail these individual steps.

7.1.1. Stimuli preparation
The development of an experiment begins with the acquisition of
stimuli that will be shown to the participants. These stimuli are
typically images or animations which focus on a specific factor of
interest. There are a number of different media and methods for
presenting stimuli, such as videos, interactive applications or virtual reality. In the case of evaluating the accuracy of a head–eye
coordination model, the stimulus presented might be an animated
character gazing towards objects on a desk, as found by Andrist
et al. [APMG12b]. In this study, a series of videos was generated,
and one of two videos was shown to participants. In one video, an
animated virtual character performed gaze-shifts generated by the
proposed model. In the other video, the state-of-the-art model and
a human confederate looked at objects. Sixteen objects were placed
in two rows on a desk with form or colour coding for easy identification. Communicative accuracy was measured based on how
accurately the participants identified the object towards which the
agent was looking. In work focusing on eye-representation, Steptoe
and Steed generated a scene in which an avatar was seated behind a
clock-face and viewed from different camera angles [SS08]. Only
the avatar’s eyes were directed towards a specific number on the
clock-face. Conditions alternated with respect to eye socket deformation and vergence. The authors showed that realistic socket
motion increased both perceived authenticity and the viewer’s selfassessment of having correctly identified the point of regard, while
vergence had a much more modest effect.
In order to investigate if a proposed model represents an improvement on previous methods, comparisons may be performed
between sample stimuli. For example, Steptoe et al. [SOS10] generated a series of videos which animated blinks and lid saccades of
two different virtual characters based on motion captured data, their
proposed models and simple linear interpolation. Animations of
each condition assembled in one video were then ranked regarding
perceived realism and similarity to the recorded video. Similarly,

Deng et al. [DLN05] synthesized eye motions with different existing approaches and compared the results with their own model.
This allowed them to test if their model showed an improvement
in naturalness over previous methods. Peters and Qureshi [PQ10]
focused on identifying the most appropriate parameters of an eye
gaze and blinking system and created animations which altered only
the blinking conditions, eye–head ratio or direction of head movements to assess which strategy would be better received by users.
With a similar aim, Trutoiu et al. [TCMH11] studied the blinking
mechanism in isolation by allowing participants to compare their
model generated from real eye-blink data to other commonly used
methods for blink animation, such as linear interpolation and ease-in
ease-out curves.
Once stimuli have been generated, the order and way in which
stimuli are presented must be decided. Most setups show each stimulus under all possible conditions in a random order to each participant (within-groups design). The randomized presentation of stimuli
minimizes the risk of order effects, wherein participant judgements
may be biased by their evaluation of preceding stimuli. An alternative setup was used by Andrist et al. [AMG13], however. In this
setup, participants were randomly assigned to one of three gaze
aversion conditions in which they performed tasks for each of the
proposed hypotheses. This is referred to as the between-groups design, where two or more groups of subjects can be tested simultaneously under varied conditions with multiple modified variables.
In a shared immersive virtual environment, Garau et al. [GSV*03]
paired two participants together as part of a role-play, one using a
CAVETM -like system and the other using a head-mounted display.
Each participant was assigned randomly to one of four conditions
to investigate the impact of an avatar’s eye-gaze behaviour on perceived realism. The setup allowed the authors to test subjects under
various conditions with altered variables simultaneously to acquire
an unbiased opinion from participants on behavioural realism and
the quality of communication.
Some thought should also be given to where the experiment takes
place. While most experiments usually take place in a laboratory due
to the available infrastructure, online experiments offer an advantage in that they reach a broader range of subjects and hardware configurations [OSS09]. For researchers located in the United States,
Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk [Ama14] gives researchers the opportunity to access a wide range of potential participants. However,
care must be taken to ensure the experiment is set up carefully and
that the results are examined critically to avoid selection bias and
other confounds [PCI10, BKG11].

7.1.2. Stimuli presentation and evaluation
Two types of measurements can be used to evaluate the participants response to the stimuli: subjective measurements and objective measurements. Subjective measurements include self-reported
assessments of the characters by observers, such as how plausible
or likable observers find a character to be. An example for objective
measurements is the examination of how well participants remember information presented by a character.
A user’s subjective response to a stimulus can be evaluated
by a rating scale, forced choices, a free description task or an
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interview. The most common approach to capture personal impressions is a questionnaire employing a rating scale. One such scale
is referred to as a Likert scale [Lik32], which captures the participant’s level of agreement to a statement. The levels used in research
literature questionnaires are typically five- or seven-point scales to
ensure an equal number of positive and negative positions and a
neutral middle position are incorporated into the scale. McDonnell
et al. [MBB12] asked participants to rate different rendered models on a scale from 1 to 7, according to specific definitions (e.g.
‘extremely abstract–extremely realistic’, ‘unappealing–appealing’
and ‘unfamiliar–familiar’). This enabled them to make a subjective
judgement of the participants’ experiences on well-defined scales.
An alternative to the Likert scale is the semantic differential
method. On the commonly used seven-point scale, the connotative
meaning of a concept is measured [OST57]. Adjectives of opposite
meaning define extremes at both ends of the scale. A representative example of the semantic differential method is the evaluation
of users’ impressions on a presented gaze model by Fukayama
et al. [FOM*02], which used 20 pairs of polar adjectives adopted
from psychological studies, such as ‘extrovert versus introvert’ or
‘lazy versus diligent’. This technique is useful when the experimenter wishes to measure the attitudes of participants to the experimental stimuli. For example, a human motion could be presented
and participants asked to judge it in terms of qualities such as happiness, energy level and so on.
The difficulty with rating scales lies in creating questions with
answers that clearly map to all points on the scale. For example,
on a one to seven-point scale, the participant needs to know what 1
and 7 mean when answering a question, such as ‘How happy does
this character look?’ In practice, a number of researchers define
new sets of questionnaires and mappings adapted to their requirements. A good resource for concepts to capture the impression of
an avatar’s personality or naturalness is the field of psychology.
The Ten Item Personality Inventory (TIPI) [GRS03] was defined to
capture the Big Five personality traits [Nor63] describing the human personality: openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness and neuroticism. To test the effect on the perception of
social dominance in synthesized conversational behaviours, Bee
et al. [BPAW10] used TIPI as reference for extraversion and agreeableness. The same study also derived six questions from the PAD
emotional state model to measure dominance. The psychological
Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance (PAD) Emotional State Model, developed by Mehrabian, represents the fundamental human emotions in
the dimensions: Pleasure, Arousal and Dominance [Meh80]. In connection with the evaluation of emotions, the use of self-assessment
manikins (SAMs) [GK05] should be mentioned. SAMs is a nonverbal technique that has been used to capture the three PAD dimensions of emotions [BDG*07]. Each dimension is depicted by
stylized figures on a five-point scale. Used for the recognition of
emotions in speech, this system has been shown to be simple and
straightforward [BDG*07].
In general, rating scales are an effective way of collecting data
quickly. However, a disadvantage of the approach is that participants may give socially desirable responses, or they may develop a
response set (e.g. giving consistently moderate answers). A forced
choice task restricts the responses a user can give to a specific
question. Presenting a limited number of cases from which the user

Figure 8: The characters in this study were delivering 3-min lectures. Assessment included both subjective questions about rapport
with the agent and objective questions about how much of the lecture
was remembered [APMG12b].
chooses avoids the problem of difficulty in interpretation. In the case
of evaluating the naturalness of their head-and-eye motion model,
Le et al. [LMD12] generated video clips using different methods,
including their own, to animate head and eye motion and facial gestures. Two sequential clips were shown to the participant, who was
asked to choose the more natural one. Excluding the motion capture
animations, user votes were in favour of the speech-driven head and
eye motion generator proposed by the authors.
After the experiment has taken place, it may be useful to include
a free writing questionnaire or post-experiment interview in order to
obtain additional information about participants’ opinions. Following an experiment to test the effect of a robot’s gaze behaviour on
perceived believability and likability, Poel et al. [PHN*09] carried
out a semi-structured interview. More direct questions about the
user’s experience with the robot provided further qualitative information for comparison between the robot using the gaze behaviour
system and the robot not using it.
In contrast to subjective measurements, the objective assessment
of a method is possible by using different task designs. Such an
objective approach was used by Murray et al. [MRS*07] in an
immersive virtual environment where the user had to pick the object
from the screen at which he thought the avatar was looking. An
objective measurement to verify whether or not the gaze model
by Andrist et al. [APMG12b] improves learning took the form of
a quiz taken by participants after they watched an agent present
a lecture (Figure 8). A virtual agent gave a 3-min lecture on a
Chinese city visible on a map under conditions employing affiliative
gaze, referential gaze or a combination of both gaze types. The
10 questions on the quiz were divided into categories unknown
to the user: recalling the knowledge associated with the map, the
verbal content of the lecture and information linked between them.
The objective assessment indicated that referential gaze improved
learning performance, while the affiliative condition was rated better
in the subjective measures.
Alternative assessment methods that can be employed to explore
the design space in the formative stages of the process have been
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proposed, although these methods have not yet found common use.
An example is a ‘multivariate’ evaluation approach in which a number of design variables, such as gaze frequency at different targets,
fixation length or alignment between the eyes and the head are simultaneously manipulated along a continuous scale, such as x i
∼U (0,1). Their joint effects on the measured outcomes are then
modelled. Huang and Mutlu [HM13] used this approach to assess
how different types of arm gestures of a storytelling robot affected
how much participants recalled the details of the robot’s story, the
participants’ perceptions of the robot as an effective storyteller and
their ability to retell the story.
Mathematical- and computer-based evaluations offer an alternative to human participants. Testing the efficiency and performance
improvement of a proposed approach compared to other approaches
is one way [GT09]. An example of a computer-based evaluation was
carried out by Itti and Dhavale [ID03]. The eye–head movements of
their model were traced, demonstrating the basic modes and comparing them to possible human behaviours. Using various video
segments as input, the horizontal and vertical eye and head coordinates were plotted on 2D graphs to illustrate the ‘correct’ (human)
tracking behaviour.

7.2. Analysis
The final step in evaluating a proposed modelling technique is data
analysis. Data reduction, descriptive statistics or inferential statistics, among other methods, are applicable depending on the task
performed. Factor analysis is suited to results from semantic differential rating scales as in case of Fukayama et al. [FOM*02]. For
the evaluation of other rating scales, such as the Likert scale, Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) can be used [MB10]. A post hoc test on
the ANOVA result further improves the reliability of the analysis.
Other methods are the Tukey–Kramer HSD for experiments with
unequal sizes of groups, Newman–Keuls tests for comparison of
means [ZHRM13] or Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons [TCMH11].
Each of these tests is suited better for a conducted experimental study and has advantages and disadvantages. While the Tukey
and Newman–Keuls tests are more suitable for simple comparison,
Scheffé’s method or Bonferroni are useful when the experiment
consists of subgroups. The choice of the appropriate test therefore
depends on the research question, the given data set, what needs to
be compared and the desired power of the analysis.

7.3. Perception of gaze behaviour
The aforementioned techniques form a basis for a wide range of
user studies probing human impressions of artificial gaze under a
variety of circumstances. Examples of studies are to be found in
numerous papers described throughout this survey, and range from
the perception of rendering and low-level animation (Sections 2 and
3), to influences on social interaction (Section 4) for both virtual
and physical embodiments (Section 5). The approaches are applicable to evaluating and probing both automatically and manually
created gaze animations (Section 6). Some further examples follow
to demonstrate the variety of perceptual studies that can take place.

Peters and Qureshi [PQ10] conducted a perceptual study relating
to the ratio of the head and eyes that contribute to a gaze motion,
as well as the timing and amplitude of blinks that accompany gaze
changes. The results of the study indicate that gaze movements
composed of high eye to head movement ratios, i.e. those in which
primarily either the head or the eyes move, are perceived to be less
natural than when both the head and eyes contribute to the motion.
Significant differences were also found regarding horizontal and
vertical gaze shift conditions, suggesting the possibility of heightened viewer sensitivities to vertical gaze shifts.
Ruijten et al. [RMH13] considered interactions between gaze directions and for approach- versus avoid-oriented emotions expressed
through facial expressions. Approach-oriented emotions (angry expressions) were rated as more credible when they were combined
with a direct gaze, but this was not found to be the case for avoidoriented (sad) expressions. Bee et al. [BFA09] studied the effects of
eye gaze and head tilt on the perception of dominance.
Other studies have investigated the effects of agent gender and
gaze. Kulms et al. [KKGK11] study used ‘The Rapport Agent’,
varying the gender of the character in order to determine if female agents are evaluated more negatively than male embodiments
when they engage in gaze motions with humans. The study found
that female agents received more positive judgements than male
agents. Participants provided significantly more verbal responses
to the agent, even when not explicitly required to do so, when the
agent engaged in behaviours that involved, among other factors, less
aversive gaze.
More recently, Yu et al. [YSS12] found that, in joint attention
tasks between humans and agents, humans were highly sensitive
to momentary multi-modal behaviours generated by conversational
partners, real or artificial, and rapidly adjusted their gaze behaviour
patterns to these behaviours.
Experiments in the perception of gaze behaviour typically take
place on a 2D display. This approach can lead to undesired side effects, such as the Mona Lisa gaze effect, where the gaze of a viewed
object seems to follow the observer regardless of the perspective. al
Moubayed et al. [AMEB12] investigated this effect by projecting
embodied agents onto 2D screens and a new proposed 3D projection surfaces. As a result they found that the 3D projection surface
eliminates the Mona Lisa effect.

8. Conclusions
In this report, we have presented the accomplishments to date on
generating artificial entities that aim to replicate the motion and
appearance of the human eye. From our perspective, there are a
number of important future directions, such as how models can
be used in practice between applications, how to create variety
and individuality in gaze behaviour and how best to create more
expressivity in cartoon characters.
One critical aspect of future gaze modelling research will be to
better connect models to application-level outcomes so that agent
developers can use models in practice. Achieving such a transfer
will require three tasks: (1) cataloguing the kinds of effects that
agents can achieve through proper use of the agents’ gaze, (2)
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providing techniques that synthesize the appropriate gaze behaviours to achieve these effects, and validating that these effects can
be achieved through the use of the techniques and (3) demonstrating potential benefits of the use of designed agent gaze behaviours.
While some success has been achieved in illustrating these effects,
to date these have been in small, controlled scenarios.
The majority of eye-gaze methods discussed in this report have
attempted to create a generic model of gaze behaviour for all agents.
In general, research in the area of eye-gaze models would hugely
benefit from a fundamental foundation. One aspect that has been
neglected is the idea of individuality and interpersonal differences
in eye gaze. This may be particularly important when simulating
groups or crowds of agents in order to increase the variety and individuality of the agents. Previous research has identified the importance of variety in both appearance and motion of agents [MLD*08,
MLH*09], but has yet to investigate whether head and eye gaze
could affect crowd variety also.
Computational gaze modelling has focused on reproducing the
mechanisms seen in real humans and animals. However, animated
characters are not subject to the same constraints as the real world
and might be able to achieve more effective communication by using
different mechanisms. Cartoon characters have long achieved communicative effects using eye movements that are impossible in the
real world; for example, spinning eyes, eyes shooting rays at a target
and eyes bulging. Understanding the potential for increased expressiveness and the trade-offs that arise once paradigms are broken is
an interesting avenue for future work.
Although much work has been accomplished in this field, a number of challenges remain before we can replicate the complexity
and individuality of human eye behaviour. We have indicated some
of the future directions from our perspective, but anticipate a much
wider range of future activities in this area.
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